
CHECK THIS OUT!
I found a way to make our fantasy football
league even more awesome.

This one is about Tiebreakers...

HERE'S A
QUICK

RUNDOWN:

In a tie situation, disregard the points scored by

each team's flex player

After disregarding the points scored by the flex

player, the owner with the most points, wins

Add .01 points to the winner's total to break the tie

The Cut Flex & Run rule disregards a position from each team and reviews the
remaining lineup scores. By removing flex from the total score you truly are comparing
each team position by position. It is consistent. It is fair. If it can help break a tie in your
league, why not commemorate those grumpy old men who built the game we’ve been

working to perfect ever since?
 

At the end of the week, if both teams are staring at a tie, all you need to do as
Commish is check their flex positions. Which flex player scored more? Decrease that
owner’s score by .01 points and move on with your life. It sounds counterintuitive (we

know), but the team with the higher scoring flex position is the team whose remaining
lineup scored LESS points. No need to reward that owner for their lucky dart throw. No

serious score alterations need to take place other than that .01. After that the tie is
broken and everything is right in the world again.
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It's the Cut Flex & Run rule

Life is too short for
boring fantasy football.

MORE ABOUT THIS RULE 

@MYCOMMISHRULES

For detailed instructions on
this and tons of other unique

ways to play fantasy football,
check out our library of rules

and regulations at 

http://www.mycommishrules.com/library
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